WCPCC May 15, 2018
Carleton, Stacey, Halley, Tony, Janelle
Tony called the meeting to order at 4:16pm
Secretary's Report: Halley Moves to approve, Carleton 2nd ‐ passes unanimously
Treasurers Report: Janelle Moves to approve, Stacey 2nd ‐ passes unanimously
Mowing Contracts: Tony has talked with Sam Hageman about McIntosh needing a mower for the season
(Schwinefuss had to quit). Sam said he would mow McIntosh for $45.00 per mowing. Halley moves to
ask Sam to mow McIntosh for $45 per mowing, 14 mowings for the 2018 season, Janelle 2nd. Passes
Unanimously
Pagin/Beard is also open because of Swinefuss' retirement. Tony spoke with Nolan Kuennon about
mowing out there. After Nolan looked at it he decided he didn't want to tackle it for the whole season
but would be willing to mow until we were able to get someone in the meantime. Tony will contact
Kevin Breeser, Jimmy Tollefson about doing the more permanent mowing job for the summer. Tony will
speak to Nolan about getting it done before we are able to secure a more permanent solution.
Meetings/Work Days: The stone at Crossroads needs to be set up. We will need to get a base poured
and Kevin told tony he has a die we can use to set on top of the base we put in. Halley and Tony will go
on a field trip to get dimensions, etc.
We will meet June 2nd, 9am at the Highlandville General Store and proceed to the Munro stone and
possibly then to Crossroad to be done by noon.
Janelle will contact Kevin Lee about getting the orphan stones (7) that have been being stored out at
Kevin's church. We have a place to store them now so we need to get them out of his hair.
Carleton talked with Patty Casterton at Aase Haugen about moving those big trees out of the cemetery
up there that are wreaking havoc with the back row of stones. Aase has it in hand.
Halley moves to Adjourn, Stacey 2nd ‐ passes unanimously

